
A Two-Level Perspective on Technology

The C.E.O. of a billion-dollar-a-year company called his office while he
wasona business trip,buthecouldnot reach hisassistant, whowasaway
from his desk. Instead, he reached the company's state-of-the-art voice
mail system thathadbeen installed to increase theefficiency of handling
telephone calls. A disembodied voice instructed the C.E.O. in all the
different ways he could leave messages and assured him that someone
would return hiscallas soonas possible. The decision to install thevoice
mail system had been made at the vice-presidential level; the decision to
uninstall it was made thenand thereby the C.E.O.. He didn't want callers
forced to talk to a machine. "That's not theway to treatpeople," hesaid.

Predicting the potential consequences of any new technology is an
extremely complex problem. Simply forecasting the direct costs of new
technology canbehard, andthat istheeasiest step. Understanding howthe
technology will interact with ongoing routinepractices andpolicies iseven
more difficult. Imagining how that technology will lead to long-term
changes in how people work, treat one another, and structure their
organizations isharder still. A two-level perspective on technology change
can help in anticipating potential consequences.

A two-level perspective emphasizes that technologies can have both
efficiency effects and social system effects.A social system is a society,
organization, group, or other social entity consisting of interdependent
people, events, and behaviors. Most inventors andearly adopters of tech
nology think primarily aboutefficiency effects, or first-level effects, of that
technology. We argue that second-level systemeffects areoften likelyto be
more important for organizations.1 Changes we make to improve effi
ciency often have other offsetting consequences. Imagine a new rocket-
powered ski lift that zooms people to the top of a ski slope. Reducing the
timeskiers spend going upthemountainimproves theefficiency of upward
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transit. Yet assuming there is no change in how fast people ski down the
mountain, the speedy lift leads to longer lines at the bottom and more time
waiting to get on the faster lift. The invention also might increase the
popularityofthe lift and therefore producemore crowds on the slopesand
even longer lines at the bottom. Building more lanes on the Bay Bridge in
San Francisco causes a bigger backup on the highways leading off the
bridge. Drug enforcement overcrowds prisons, which forces criminals
back on the streets. Bank teller machines cause people to make smaller but
more frequentdeposits and withdrawals, which increases banks' costs. In

/' each case the technology causes a self-correcting, or deviation-reducing,
1 reaction in the system. More efficiency in one place can cause less in
^ another.2

Technology feedback alsocan causesecond-level effects that areunan
ticipated deviation-amplifyingchangesin the system (Maruyama 1963). A
simple illustration is a rock with a tiny crack in it. The crack is a small
change—the deviation. Water seeps into the crack and freezes, enlarging
the crack. The crack is now large enough to admit a bit of soil and seed.A
tree grows in the crack, enlarging it further. If this effect multiplies over
many rocks, it eventually transforms the rockstrewn landscape into a
forest. Important technologies have deviation-amplifying effects. Small
changes cause otherchanges, build up deviation, andcause the system to

, diverge permanently from its initial state.
An early human technology with deviation-amplifying properties was

the stick, made from a branch or antler and sharpened to ease tilling the
ground orwinning inbattle. Thestick augmented thebare hand and made
the human more efficient. It also led to an agricultural revolution, a new
idea of war, and a new social order(Mason 1970). The stick was a better
hoethan the unaidedhand. Mason notes that if prehistoricpeoplehadused
cost-benefit analysis, they might havescored the stick prettywell on such
criteria as square feet of ground tilled per hour or number of laborers
required per square foot of ground tilled. They could have evaluated an
investment in stick technology basedon a quantitative efficiency measure
ment, but they could not have predicted the second-level effects.

Deviation-amplifying feedback from newtechnology cancause people to
think and behave in qualitatively different ways. The consequences are
moreprofound andthe measurement ismuchharder thanwhenmeasuring
immediatechanges in efficiency. The hoe permitted farmers to dig deeper
thantheyhadbeforeandtocultivatepreviously untillable land. They could
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raisemore food on the same land or work more land. These developments
ledto a newkindof agriculture in whichpeople couldraise sufficient food
to stay in oneplace. They also provided an incentive to improve the hoe
itself,to add metal tips, and to invent or improveother implements such
as thescythe. The newform of agriculture replaced nomadism as awayof
life; skillsof farming, husbandry, anddefense of territory replaced skillsof
hunting and gathering. It also led to new values. Individuals owned
property. A day-to-day outlook on life gave way to planning and future
orientation, to anemphasis on timeandcontrolof nature. Thesechanges—
new uses of technology, new ways of working and living, new skills, and
new ways of thinking—are second-level, deviation-amplifying effects.

Thischapter setsatheoretical andhistorical framework for understanding
potential changes from new communication technology. It suggests that
second-level systemeffects—the social andorganizational changes—stem
mainly from how communication technology changes what and whom
people know, what and whom people care about, and systeminterdepen-
dencies.The first section shows first-level and second-leveleffects through
historical experience with earlier communication technology, primarily
the typewriter andthe telephone. The historical record helpsusanticipate
thepotential consequences of newcommunication technology. The second
sectiontracesthe historical developmentof computer-based communication
technologyanddescribes somesurprising second-level consequences of the
first extensive computer network, the ARPANET. The third section lays
out charaaeristics of a networked organization and suggests the kinds of
organizations that will chooseto becomenetworked. Our emphasisisnot
on detailed technical features of new technology, many of which are
changing rapidly. Instead we emphasize general principles and technical
characteristics that influence the social nature of technology.

' i Communication Technology at Two Levels

(\ i First-Level Effects and Second-Level Effects
Ranked among the most important technological inventions arethose that
haveincreased the durability,intelligibility,and portabilityof information.
These "communication technologies" include hieroglyphics, papyrus, and
the printing press, as well as modern transportation and communication
technologiessuch as the railroad, typewriter, and telephone (Katz 1989).
Today's new communication technologies differ from earlier ones in the
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greater degree to which, through computer processing power, they span
space, time, and preexisting social arrangements.

First-level effects of communication technology are the anticipated
technical ones—the planned efficiency gains or productivity gains that
justifyan investment in new technology. Conventional cost-displacement
or value-addedanalysisoften underliesthe calculationof these gains. For
instance, a firm thinking about installing a voice mail system might
estimate how much money could be saved by replacing telephone opera
tors, receptionists, and secretaries with the new technology (cost-dis
placement analysis). Or if the firm didnot intendto fire people whose jobs
could be replacedor reduced by the new technology, it would calculate the
additional jobs those employees could do when they no longer had to
answer the phone (value-added analysis).

Enormous difficulties plague such analyses. Cost estimates of new
technologiestypically underestimateimplementation costs of trainingand
conversion to new ways of working even when they do not underestimate
installation costs. According to one analyst, "Less than 20% of the total
first year cost of equipping an administrator or professional with a
workstation involves equipment expense" (Strassman 1985:82). The re
mainder involves seeingthat peoplecan and do actuallyusethe technology.
As the voice mail story at the beginningof this chapter illustrates, analyses
of functionsto bereplaced alsotypicallyunderestimatethe utilityofthe old
technologythat is to be replaced. They underestimate or ignore ways that
old technology has become usefully embedded in the life of the organiza
tion. Finally, these analyses have no way to recognize that the most
importanteffectsof anewtechnology maybenotto letpeople dooldthings
more efficiently but instead to do new things that were not possible or
feasible with the old technology.3 Despite these difficulties, people justify
most new technologies a prioriby their first-level efficiency gains. Indica
tive of problems with these justifications arestudiesdiscovering that once
new technologies havebeen installed in the nameof efficiency gains, often
no one keeps figures on their actual costs or the cost savings that are
supposed to derive from them (Kling 1987).

Second-level effects from communication technologies come about
primarily because new communication technology leads people to pay
attention to different things, have contact with different people, and
depend on one another differently. Change in attention jneans change in
how peoplespend their time and in what they think is important. Change
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insocial contact patternsmeanschange inwho people know andhowthey
feel about them; Change in interdependence meanschangein what people
do with and foreachother and how these coupled functions areorganized
in norms, roles, procedures, jobs, and departments. Social roles, which
codify patterns of attention and social interaction, change. Consider the
auto mechanic, hot rodder, and Sunday driver, roles created by the
automobile. Hacker, user consultant, and MIS specialistare rolescreated
by the computer. Changes in attention, social contact,and interdependen-
cies do not alter human nature or fundamental processesof society. People
still fall in love, care about their boss's evaluations, and work for money.
Organizations still arcdifferentiated along linesof status and responsibil
ity; they still respond to market forces. Yet changes in attention, social
contact, and system interdependences do affect peoples' choices and how
they behave with others. In analyzing how computers are changing
universities, we said, "New and changed roles affect not only those who
occupy them but also those who interact with them. Patterns of informa
tion exchange are changed. So are working and social relationships. Thus,
social [andorganizational]structure ischanged. So are perceptionsofwho
is important, what is legitimate, what is prestigious" (Kieslerand Sproull
1987:34).

Consider how a new technology from an earlier era, the railroad, not
only increased the speed of interurban travel (first-level effect) but also
profoundly affected attention and social contact (second-level effects).
While traveling by train, passengers saw a new landscape, one passingin
a continuous blur. This led impressionist painters to experiment with new
ways of depicting passing events, which, in turn, changed our subsequent
view of light, color, and motion. The railroad also changed social contact
patterns. It brought together strangers for the space of a journey. The
metropolitan railroadsincreasedthe distance between work and home and
were the initial impetus, even before the automobile, for the growth of the
suburbs. The suburbs were populated by women and children during the
day; husbands and fathers appeared only on nights and weekends. In 1902
the wife of a railroad commuter described "life in the [metropolitan
railroad] corridor, life revolving around the departure and arrival of her
husband, her daily and seasonal activities outdoors, and her growing
hatred of occasional visits to the city, the place of congestion, dirt, and
noise" (Stilgoe 1983:283).
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'' i) Historical Experience
New communication technology has much in common with past com
munication innovations like the telephone and typewriter. We can learn
some lessons from the histories of these other innovations. The typewriter
was intended, and succeeded, as an instrument to produce letters efficiently
that looked like those of a printing press (first-level effect). Its inventors
envisioned its most likely customers as clergymen and writers (Monaco
1988). An unanticipated consequence was fundamental change in the
clericaloperationofcommercial organizations (second-level effect). Before
typewriters,maleassistantswhowerelearningthe trade performedclerical
duties. With the new technology, clerical opportunities increased, and
typewriting became a safeand respectable occupation for young women.
Thetypewriter greatlyexpandedpaperwork,specialization ofoffice work,
and sharp demarcations of status between typists and their malebosses.

InJapanandotherEastAsian countries, thetypewriter didnotcome into
widespread use in business. Because theJapanese language uses two forty-
onecharacterphonetic alphabetsand morethantwothousandideographs,
Japanese typewriters wereexpensive, difficult to use,and slow.Thus, the
organization of Japanese offices developed in a way that was sharply
different from Western offices. There was a greater relianceon face-to-face
meetings and less on documents. The Japanese office never used many
stenographers, typists, and file clerks. While many young women worked
as receptionists and hostesses in Japanese organizations, few stayed for
more than a few years. Young male assistants typically carried out the
duties an executive secretary would do in the United States, such as
arranging appointments andkeeping trackofinformation. These positions
were routine launching points for later executivecareers (Lynn 1986).

Like the typewriter, thetelephone hashadprofound second-level conse
quences. Itwasenvisioned originallyasa more efficient replacement forthe
telegraph and therefore wasseen primarily as a toolforbusiness. In1878,
Pittsburgh's first telephone directory had twelve pages on which were
printed thenames ofsubscribers—all businesses (Lorant 1988). Telegraph
companies offering telephones for lease at $50 a year advertised, "The
Telephone has ceased to be a novelty and has become a recognized
instrument for businesspurposes," and emphasized to the businessman
ager,"NO SKILL WHATEVER isrequired in the use of the instrument."
By the late 1920s, the Bell System was marketing the telephone as more
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than a tool for business and household management. It had begun
emphasizing the social character of the telephone with claims such as
"friends who are linked by telephone have good times" and"friendship's
path often follows the trail of thetelephone wire" (Fischer 1985).

Today people use thetelephone asmuch for social andpersonal reasons
as forbusiness reasons, and the technologyhashadtremendoussocial and
organizational impact (Aronson 1971). The telephone reduced isolation
and danger for rural families. City dwellers used it as a babysitter. It
reinforced the social phenomenon of the teenage peer group. It ledto new
social and occupational roles: telephone operator, telemarketer, call girl.
It helped the geographic expansion of organizations. People once won
dered if the telephone would increase the authorityof the bossinside the
firm by allowing him to call subordinates at any hour of the day. More
than that, it gave employees a chance to call theirsupervisors, eachother,
and family members at home.

The telephone hadextensive and unanticipated effectsin partbecause it
routinely extended attention, social contacts, andinterdependences beyond
patterns determined by physical proximity. Reducing the constraints of
physical proximity increased people's choice of interactions, whether with
family members who had migrated from the farm to the city, or distant
employees, or the boss. Amplification occurred because communication
networks havea mutuallycausal, spiraling relationship with information
networks, closerelationships, conformity, and culturalchange. What you
know dependson whom you know, and who you know dependson whom
you meet. What you buy dependson what other people arebuying.What
you value depends on what other people value. Why is the teenage peer
groupso influential? People inthesamelocation—a highschool—develop
closeness; the telephone (and the automobile) extends the possibilities of
interaction in private; the peer group develops more closeness, more
conformity, and more influence apart from the influence of older people.
Our research demonstrates that, asthe telephonedid, new computer-based
communication technology in some organizations is changing attention,
social contact patterns, and interdependences.

From the historyof prior technology we can glean four points usefulin
thinkingaboutthe potential consequences of newcommunication technol
ogy. First, the full possibilities of a new technology are hard to foresee.
Thereforeinventorsandearlyadoptersarelikelyto emphasizethe planned
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uses and underestimate the second-level effects. Second, unanticipated
consequences usually have lessto do with efficiencyeffectsand more to do
with changing interpersonal interactions, ideasabout what is important,
work procedures, and social organization. Thesechanges mayprofoundly
alter how each of us works and even the work we do. Third, these second-
level effects oftenemerge somewhatslowly as people renegotiate changed
patterns of behavior and thinking. Fourth, second-level effects are not
caused by technologiesoperating autonomously on a passiveorganization
or a society. Instead they are constructed as technology interacts with,
shapes, and is shaped by the social and policy environment. Although as
humans we decide our own cultural responses to technology, an initial
technologicalchangecan set the direction of a deviation-amplifying spiral.
We can affect technology design and policy and therefore influence the
second-level effects as well.

/, 7. New Communication Technology

The technology whose second-leveleffectsare the subject of this book has
a history embedded in the history of computing in organizations. In 1889
Herman Hollerith patented a punch-card, data-tabulating system that
increased the speed of data enumeration and expanded the scope of data
analysis over previous hand tabulation systems. Its use in the 1890 U.S.
census reduced the analysis time by one-third from the previous census and
allayed fears that the 1890 analysiswould not be finishedbefore the 1900
census began (Beniger 1986). It did better error checking than did hand
tabulation. Its use also increased the ability to forecast demographic
growth and therefore the ability to anticipate and implement policies and
laws such as requests for statehood and congressional redistricting. The
1890 census case prefigured how later computing technology would
enormously improve the scope and efficiency of organizational data
processingand analysis.It also prefiguredsome latereconomicsurprisesof
computing, where technologyintroduced ostensiblyto reducecosts actually
increased them instead. "Hollerith's system apparently possessed hidden
costs—the great temptation to use the equipment to the hilt. All those
millions of cards, those thousands of watts of electricity, those scores of
statisticians, had run up a big bill" (Augarten 1984:78, quoted in Beniger
1986).4
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Data Processing
By the 1970s most large organizations used successors of Hollerith's
machine for data processing. IBM was a direct descendant of Hollerith's
company. Large batch processing computersand time-sharing computers
wereusedextensively fororder processing, administration,and backoffice
operations. As in the days of Hollerith's first machine, the information
processedbythistechnologywasfixedformatand organizedinprcspecified,
rigidcategories.The technologyenormously improved record keepingand
data processing. As the cost of computing declined, organizations bought
more computers and processed more data with them. Yet these machines
were unsuitable for free text verbal information and dynamically evolving
information; one misplacedcomma or mistyped word could bring a whole
systemcrashing down. Moreover, thesesystemscould not easily "talk" to
oneanother, and so findingand givinginformation wasdifficultfor people.
ANational Research Council committee summarized these issuessuccinctly
forscientists(theyare similar for membersoforganizations): "Difficulties ...
are: the researcher cannot get access to data; if hecan, he cannot read them;
if he can read them, he does not know how good they are; and if he finds
them good, he cannot merge them with other data" (National Research
Council 1989:27).

Fueled by vast increasesincomputer power, which in turn decreasedcost
and made for relatively easy-to-use programs, computer equipment that
could fit easilyon a small desk proliferated in the 1980s. By1988, over 9
million personal computers had been installed in businesses in North
America. Fifteen years previously this technology was unknown outside
one or two computer science research labs. Today's personal computing
was prefigured by the scientists in those laboratories who invented and
used personal computing while the rest of the world was using large batch
processing systems or time-sharing systems or nothing at all.3 Computer
scientists developed another technology in the 1960s and early 1970s that
changed their behavior at least as much as personal computing did: packet-
switched networking and communication protocols that made possible
what we today call computer-based communication. Again we can look to
the early innovators—research computer scientists—to prefigure wider
experience.
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fl) Early Experience withComputer Networks and Computer-Based
Communication

With the invention of networking technology, it became feasible to send
data and messages to remote computers. The first extensive computer
network, the ARPANET, begun in 1969, was intended to let researchers
log on to remote computers and share scarce resources such as large
programs, databases, or special hardware (Roberts and Wessler1970). It
anticipated today's distributed database and data processing systems in
whichdatabasesor special processingcapabilities residentononecomputer
are available to distant people and other computers via computer network
ing technology. Salesorders, inventory information, and accounting data
are now accessible over company-wide electronic networks. Internal
administrative information, such as expense reports, time sheets, and
requisition forms, is also transmitted over internal computer networks. Via
electronicdata interchange (EDI),formatted information can beexchanged
between companies for order processing. Computer networks can make
the data processing power of Hollerith machine descendants accessible
independent of geography. Thus sales representatives on the road can
access up-to-date product information on their company's main computer
system using a portable computer and a telephone call to link into the
company's network. Branch offices can submit administrative records by
terminals or workstations linked into the company's network. Service
representatives can access customer records and product information.
Manufacturers can use EDIto order parts and components from suppliers.

Whereas this kind of linking and sharing was envisioned by the creators
of the ARPANET and in some measure came to pass on that network, to
everyone's surprise the most popular and extensively used feature of the
ARPANETwas electronic mail (Licklider and Vezza 1978). By the late
1960s, a computer scientist could log on to a large computer and leave a
message for another person, who could read it when he or she loggedon.
This was the beginning of person-to-person communication using comput
ers. But the communicators had to log on physically to the same system to
communicate this way. Network electronic mail made it possible for a
computer scientistat one location to send a free-textmessageon any topic
over the network to a computer scientist at a different location.

We use the terms computer-based communication and computer-me
diated communication to encompass today's most popular computer-
based communication technologies and applications: networks, electronic
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mail, electronic bulletin boards, and electronicconferencing.6 We often
use the terms electronic mail and electronic communication as shorthand.

Electronic mail makes it possible for people to talk with others over a
computer network. It uses computer text processing tools and computer
networks to provide a high-speed message processing and exchange
service. Unlike data processing applications that typically manipulate
fixed-format numerical data, electronic mail lets people use free-format
natural languagein their messagesto one another. Messages can be sent to
groups of people as easily as to individuals through use of electronic
distribution lists. (See the appendix for more technical information on
electronic mail.)

Once electronic mail was available on the ARPANET, large numbers of
computer scientists around the country started to exchange ideas rapidly
and casually on topics ranging from system design to programming bugs
to movie reviews. Graduate students worked with professors and other
students who could offer interestingproblemsand skillswithout regard to
where these colleagues were located physically; some had a kind of free-
floating apprenticeship. Scientists could choose their colleagues based on
shared interest rather than proximity (Lederberg 1978). A large electronic
community formed, filled with friends who didn't know each other and
collaboratorswho had never met in person.We are now beginningto see
similarelectroniccommunitiesdevelopinorganizations that makeextensive
use of computer-based communication.

.Deviation Amplification
Just two key deviations in computer technology made possible the social
change from routine data processingand a programmer's leavingmessages
on a single machine to the creation of entire electronic communities.
Electronic mail blossomed because of the confluence of two economic

trends that caused both technological breakthroughs and behavior change:
the decliningcosts ofcomputing and of long-distance communications. As
is often the case, declining costs led to expanding applications, and both
computing and communications were applied in new ways as costs
declined. Early data processingapplications automated frequent, routine
business transactions such as printing a paycheck, writing an invoice,
paying a bill, or making an airplane reservation. These transaction-based
systems operated on data stored in rigid, fixed formats. As computers
became cheaper, the overhead of processing less rigid formats such as text
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lines andparagraphs became tolerable, andcomputers were applied to less
rigid operations such aswordprocessing. Ina similar fashion, early uses of
data communications were restricted to high-value applications that
required communication, such as connecting to a centralized airline
reservation system. As the costs of long-distance lines and the modems to
tie them to computers declined, people used digital communication more
widely for accessing business databases, for connectinghometerminalsto
computers,for electronic mail,and for other purposes. Declining costsof
computation and communication meant computer-based communication
could be used by large enough groups to achieve a critical mass for effective
communication.

/ The Networked Organization

The networked organization has both technical and human components
and definitions. The technology view of a networked organization is one
in which computers are connected to one another through an information
transport medium that carries packets of information. The networked
organization is defined by its nodes, pathways, and packets. Although
these components are necessary, thinking of a networked organization in
these terms reinforcesan efficiencyviewof using the technology to increase
the speed of information transmission among known, preidentifiedsources

. and recipients. The human view of a networked organization is one in
which people are connected to one another in diverse forums to exchange
ideas and other resources. In this view the networked organization is
defined by its people, forums, and resources. Technical components of the
networked organization provide necessary technical infrastructure to
connect people but by themselves do not create the human networked
organization.

Figure 1.1 shows how both data-based and idea-based communication
can besupported on one computer network. The network may cover a wide
area, a local area, or both. The resources on the network are databases,
special data processing capabilities, and people. Database resources can
includeinformation on products, orders, customers,markets, administrative
and financial records, and libraries. People and computers can access or
update these databases over the network. Special data processing resources
include expert systems, large-scale modeling programs for design or
financial analysis, and simulation programs that run on only one machine
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but accept input and return results over the network. They may include
programs that accept requests for services—for special printing, for
documentdelivery, and the like. People are resources on a network if they
are accessible using computer-based communication. They can be the
source or recipient of ideas, opinions, expertise, and innovation.

Computer networks little resembleolder computer technologies. Ineerie
contrast to the isolation of the mammoth mainframe locked behind glass
doors, in 1989 we observed Chinese students who were studying abroad
using computer bulletin boards and electronic mail to share their fears,
confusion, anger, and information about the suppression of dissent in their
homeland. In some companies that use computer networking, communi
cation is strikingly open as employees cross barriers of space, time, and
social category to share expertise, opinions, and ideas. In a democracy,
people believe that everyone should be included on equal terms in com
munication; no one should be excluded from the free exchange of infor
mation. Independent decision makers expressing themselves lead to more
minds contributing to problem solvingand innovation. Newcommunication
technology is surprisingly consistent with Western images of democracy.
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Not everyone will think these possibilities are positive. A new wave of
organizations seems on the forefront of the change. These organizations
often have employee incentive plans and other special structures to
minimize differencesbetween management and workers and to encourage
everyone to think about the good of the company. Simultaneously, they
rely on the good sense of the individual. Thereisanemphasis on openness
and innovation in the organizational culture, tolerance of deviance, and a
participatory style. Yet organizations differ enormously in their attitudes
about communication and connections among people, as the following
two descriptions show. The first is from an executive vice-president's
description of his job at General Motors:

About the same time, I wassuddenly inundated with tonsof paperwork, the likes
of which I had never seen as an executive before or since. There were literally 600
to700pagesadaytoberead andprocessed. Some ofitwas important material, such
as performance reports from thedivisions. Mostof it, however, was unimportant
at this level of management—like a lease agreement to be signed for a new Buick
zone office in St. Louis.... Partof this mountain of daily reading materialwas
generated bya practice of "preinformation" for almost every meeting held onThe
FourteenthFloor. Eachexecutiveattendingameetingwasto seeinadvancethe text
of any presentation to be given. There were never to be any surprises. (Wright
1979:23)

James Treybig, president ofTandem Computers Incorporated, describes
his firm differently:

Almost 99 percent of the people atTandem have terminals connecting them via
electronic mailto every otherperson in thecompany. This isessentially aconcept
of nostructure. A person inSwitzerland onelectronic mail, for example, canrequest
help with a problem. He can say help to5,000 people (which a person cannot do
on the telephone). The next morning he may have 15 answers to theproblem, of
which 13 are wrong. But he has answers.

Any person can send me a message. In fact, I did something notlong ago after
which someone wrotea very aggressive mail message to me.That is fair, but he
copied it to 5,000 people! (Treybig 1985:14-15)

Our visionof the networkedorganization builds on four principles. The
first isaview of people as people, notas users. In our vision ofanetworked
organization, everyone communicates via the network; therefore the old
distinction between users and nonusers of the technology is meaningless
and misleading. The second—open access to people andjnformation—
follows from the assumption that every employee has something to offer
on a networkandevery employee hassomething to gain from it.The third
principle is providing diverse forums through which people can work
together. This principle follows from theassumption thatwhereas people
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need to work collectively, collective work is of different kinds. Therefore
group communication forums and services are desirable but are not
generic. The fourth principle is policies and incentives that encourage
information exchange.

Why should an organization become a networked organization? In our
view the answer has less to do with efficiency and more to do with
characteristics of an organization's personnel,its businessor purpose,and
its environment. In a networked organization, employee skills and interests
need not be tied to a particular physical location. Expertise can be called
upon electronicallywherever it isneeded. If an organization's labor market
is plentiful and homogeneous, this may not be a particularly attractive
prospect. But if it is scarce and highly differentiated, leveraging employee
expertise is a significant task and the network can become a powerful
humanresource tool.7 Inanetworked organization, peoplecanparticipate
in many diverse forums, and group structures can be reconfigured dy
namically. If anorganization's business isstable or if it isoperating within
a placid environment with long lead times before predictable changes in
markets, suppliers, or customers, then diverse dynamic group structures
make little sense. An organization that is operating in a turbulent, un
predictable environment, however, will find that the network can become
a powerful strategic tool for flexible management.

~&£~Conclusion

The consequences of new technology can be usefully thought of asjirst-
level, or efficiency, effects and second-level, or social system, effects. The
historyof previous technologies demonstrates that earlyin the lifeof anew
technology, people are likely to emphasize the efficiency effects and
underestimate or overlook potential social system effects. Advances in
networking technologies now make it possible to think of people, aswell
as databases and processors, as resourceson a network.

Many organizations today are installing electronic networks for first-
level efficiency reasons. Executives now beginning to deploy electronic
mail and other network applications can realize efficiency gains such as
reduced elapsed time for transactions. If we look beyond efficiency at
behavioral and organizational changes, we'll see where the second-level
leverage is likely to be.These technologies can change how people spend
their time and what and who they know and careabout. The full range of
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payoffs,andthe dilemmas, willcome fromhow thetechnologies affecthow
peoplecan think and work together—the second-level effects.

Two examples will begin to illustrate how electronic mail can change
patterns of attention, social contact, and interdependencies. Neither is
revolutionary, but each suggests the potential for deviation-amplifying
change. The first example comes from the research laboratories of a
Fortune500 company. The "products" of the laboratories are ideas, and
no idea that leaves the laboratories is the product of a single mind. Many
ideas are hammered out in lab-wide meetings where they are subjected to
exhausting,if not exhaustive,analysis. One laboratory director categorizes
his scientists in two groups: the leapers and the plodders. Both groups are
equally and exceptionally intelligent, but theyhave very different ways of
working. The leapers dominate thelabmeetings because theythinkquickly
on their feet,arewitty, and lovethe punchandcounterpunch of intellectual
debate. The plodders don't getmuchairtimeinthemeetings, butwhenthey
goback to their offices and thinkthrough theimplications of anidea, their
analyses are just as penetrating. The plodders share their analyses with
everyone inthelab using alab-wide electronic mail distribution list, and in
thisway are justas influential asthe leapers. Without electronic mail,the
plodders would not capture their fair share of the laboratory's attention.

The second example comes from the sales organization of a different
Fortune 500 company, the Digital Equipment Corporation. Sales of
computer systems are complex, andtheDigital sales force faces increasing
competition from other computing vendors. Digital's sales force uses
electronic mail to work with technical support staff and produa managers
to develop specific customer proposals. Electronic mail allows sales
representatives to decrease the turnaround time between a customer's
request and Digital's response. Thisisnotexotic behavior; onecan imagine
using courier services to approximate it without electronic mail. Yet the
sales forcealso uses electronic mail to reduce turnaround time in away that
would be unimaginable without this technology: a sales representative can
broadcast an electronic message to allother sales repsworldwide and ask
for help with a specific proposal. Often the request is of the form, "I'm
trying to close a sale with the XYZ company for our ABC product. Can
anyone give methename of acustomer using ourABCproduct who would
bewillingto serveasa reference for XYZ?" Or, "Can anyonetellme how
your customer handled the QRS problem?" Within hours the sales rep
resentative receives replies containing the needed information and can
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pass it on to XYZ. The sales representative need not know who has the
information in order to find it. Any employee located anywhere in the
world who reads the message and has the relevant information caneasily
reply tothe message. This behavior stands onits earthe old cliche, "It'snot
what you know, but who you know that makes you a success." With
electronic mail,"It's notwhoyouknow,buthowyouknowthat makes you
a success."
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Beyond Efficiency

Suppose a major customer encounters a potential showstopper in a new
installation of your product. Your on-site representative recognizes the
importance oftheproblem butdoesn'tknowhowto solve it. When shecalls
her boss in the home office, he's at lunch,so she leavesan urgentmessage
for him to return her call. Two hours laterhe does so, and she explains the
problem. He repliesthat he'll get right back to her and calls: the head of
product development—who is ina meeting; theheadofmanufacturing—
who is intransit betweenoneplantandanother; theheadofresearch—who
is away from his desk;and his wife, to say he'll be late for dinner. By the
end of the day, the head of research has returned his call, listened to his
explanation oftheproblem, andpromisedto ask his staff iftheyhaveany
ideas for how to deal with it. By the end of the secondday, the head of
product development andtheheadofmanufacturing agree thattheyneed
a jointmeetingoftheirtopstaff tosolve theproblem. Theydiscoveron the
beginning of the third day that the first available day in which all the
relevant peoplecanattend sucha meeting is tendaysaway. They decide to
meetanyway on the afternoonofthe thirdday with whomever can show
up. The head ofcustomerservicepresents the problemas he understands
itfromtheon-siterepresentative, butsomesharp questioningmakesitclear
to all those in the meeting that they need to hear from the on-site
representative directly. Theyplace a call to herat the customer'slocation,
butshe does not answerherphone. They leavea message.

This scenario is commonplace in organizations. It derives from three
facts of organizational life: people are busy; people are in different places;
and information is not always where it is needed.

Organizations try to ensure that employees have enough work to do so
that they don't spend too much time sitting around reading the paper or
drinking coffee. They try to ensure that people who mostly work on
adjacent parts of a product, process, or problem are physically close to one
another. And they try to ensure that information flows routinely to those
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who need it routinely. These arrangements mean that routine matters are
usually handled in a reasonable way, but they can lead to big problems
when an unusual situation comes up. Unusual situations—problems or
opportunities—fall outside the way work and information are usually
divided among people and locations in an organization. The difficulties
described in the openingscenarioare not necessarily signsof an incompe
tent organization.They are just as plausibly signs of busypeople meeting
the expected demands of their day as best they can. But handling unusual
or unexpected situations effectively is also important to organizational
success, so organizations face a dilemma: they can organize to do the
routine work efficiently or to do the unusual work effectively. It is hard to
do both.

Consider another scenario, one that actually occurred at Tandem
Computers Incorporated:

A major telephone company planned to install over 8,000 personal computers in
a local area network linked to a Tandem host [computer] via Tandem's [computer
network] products. While testing the Tandem environment, the company encoun
tered an urgent design issue that could potentially stop the implementation. The
Tandem team knew that the fastest way to solve the design problem would be to
poll company experts over Tandem's e-mail network. So, they broadcast the
request for design information to customer support, product management, and
senior executives. These receiversin turn forwarded the message to many more that
might have the answer. From around the world, experts responded with their
recommendations to the product manager,who formedthe consensusinto a single
solution for the customer—all in less than 24 hours. (Garbarino 1990)

Processing information and transmitting it from person to person cost
time and money. Organizations typically allocate and divide work and
information across people and locations in ways that minimize these costs
for routine work. Unfortunately this allocation means that these costs can
become exorbitant for nonroutine situations. The second scenario demon

strates how computer-based communication can decrease these costs for
organizations. These cost savings occur because the technology is fast,
asynchronous, and makesone-to-many communication as easy as one-to-
one communication.

In thischapter wedemonstrate howthesethree technologyattributes can
contribute to first-levelefficiencyeffects through accelerating and regular
izing the flow of information. We then turn to second-leveleffectswith an
examination of how group behavior can change with computer-based
communication. Computer-based communication lets groups improve
their coordination by having members simultaneously linked with and


